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This note is about joint work with Gero Fendler and Karlheinz Grochenig. Complete 
details will be given in [FGL], Symmetry of Bannach ^-algebras is of interest for several 
reasons, one of them being its relation to inverse-closedness in a bigger algebra. This for 
instance has concrete applications in signal analysis and numerical analysis (see [GL1], 
[GL2], [S]). In the applied context, weighted L1-algebras are important, since the weight 
allows one to model a specific decay at infinity according to what one wants or needs.
Looking at the case of the trivial weight w = 1 first, one sees that for groups with ex­
ponential growth the Zd-algebra ’’usually” is non-symmetric. For groups with polynomial 
growth, non-symmetry can happen, too (see [FRW]), but for compactly generated groups 
of polynomial growth, using his structure theorem and [Lu], Losert [Lo] has shown that 
the L1-algebra is symmetric. So it seems reasonable to consider weighted L1 -algebras on 
such groups.
A locally compact group G is called compactly generated if there is a compact neigh­
bourhood U of the identity e with G = (JaXi We then call U a generating neighbour­
hood. We say that a compactly generated group G has (at most) polynomial growth if there 
is a generating neighbourhood U and constants C > 0 and D e N such that \Uk\ < CkD 
for all fc 6 N. Here and in the following, |Lj denotes the Haar measure of U. The L1- 
algebra of the group G with the usual norm ||/|]i = f |/(x)| dx, where dx denotes the Haar 
measure on G, and the usual *-algebra structure is denoted by L1(G). By a weight on G 
we mean a locally bounded measurable function w : G R+ satisfying cj(e) > 1, where e 
is the identity element of G, cj(.t-1) = w(z), and w(xy) < w(z)cj(?/) for all x,y G G. The
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corresponding weighted P-algebra 7fy(G) = {/ G LfiG) | J |/(z)|w(z) dx < 00} with 
norm ||/||i,w = f |/(cr)| ufx) dx is an (actually dense) Banach ^-subalgebra of L1(G). 
The weight cu is said to satisfy the Gelfand- Raikov-Shilov condition (G RS-condition) if 
w(xn'G —> 1 for every x G G. We say that cu satisfies condition (S) if supye[/„. cu(?/)« —> 1 
for some generating neighbourhood U of G. Here Un = • • • xn | aq,..., xn G U}. If
condition (S') holds with respect to some generating neighbourhood U, it holds for every 
generating neighbourhood of G. Since every x G G is contained in some generating neigh­
bourhood U, condition (S') implies the GRS-condition. For explicit examples of weights 
satisfying these conditions see [FGLLM].
If A is a Banach ^-algebra, for a G A we denote by <74 (a) and A4(&) the spectrum 
and the spectral radius of a, respectively. A is called symmetric, if <74(0*0.) C [0,oo) for 
all a E A. This is equivalent to saying that a a (a) C IF for all a = a* G A (see [SF]).
Theorem. Let G be a locally compact, compactly generated group of polynomial growth 
and w a weight on G. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) co satisfies the GRS-condition.
(ii) co satisfies condition (S').
(iii) R^(G) is symmetric.
(iv) <tLi(g)(/) = oLi(G)(/) for all f G ^(G).
In [FGLLM], this was proved under the somewhat awkward technical assumption that 
the weight co be ’’tempered”. But this condition can be dispensed with, as we shall see.
Lemma 1. Let w be a weight on R. If 0, then co satisfies condition (S').
Proof. Assuming co(n)« —> 0, from the fact that the logarithm of co is subadditive, 
one can derive linq^oo t-1 logco(t) = 0. To check condition (5) using the generating 
neighbourhood [-1,1], choose Xk G [0, k] such that | suplG[_fc;fcj co(afy/fe — co(aq)1//fc| < 
Since 1 < limsupfc^oo co(aq)^ < lim sup^^ afixjf) = 1, we obtain that condition (S) 
is satisfied. ■
Lemma 2. If a) is a weight on a compactly generated locally compact abelian group G, 
condition (S) and the GRS-condition are equivalent.
Proof. Since G is of the form Rd x Tf x K, where K is a compact group, and since co 
is dominated by the product of its restrictions to each coordinate, it suffices to consider 
weights on R, Z, and K. Assuming the GRS-conditon, we obtain condition (S) on R by 
Lemma 1. A similar argument works for Z. Since co is bounded on K, condition (5) holds 
on K, too. ■
If G is a compactly generated locally compact group, from results of Losert [Lo] 
and Guivarc’h [G] one can derive that G has strict polynomial growth, i.e. there are a 
symmetric generating neighbourhood U of G and constants Ci,C2,D > 0 such that 
C\kD < \Uk\ < C2kD for all k G N. This allows one to use a result of Hebisch and 
Saloff-Coste [HS] on pointwise Gaussian estimates for convolution powers of probability 
densities. We need this for
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Proposition 3. If = <rLi(G)(/) for all f G LlfiG). then w satisfies the GRS-
condition and even condition (S').
For the proof of this, one makes use of the above-mentioned estimate for a continu­
ous symmetric probability density with compact support. This yields an inequality also 
involving an integral over Uk, where U is a generating neighbourhood. The point now is 
to estimate this integral from below by the integral over a carefully chosen subset Ek of 
Uk. The rest then follows by suitable estimates and limit operations.
Sketch of the proof of the theorem:
(iii) <=> (iv): see [FGLLM], Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 3.8.
(iv) => (ii) is Proposition 3.
(ii) => (i) has been noted after the definition of condition (S).
(i) => (iii): The general line of proof is as in the proof of [FGLLM], Theorem 13. In Lemma 
3.12 of [FGLLM] replace the assumption that the weight w on G satisfies condition (S) 
by the weaker one that the quotient weight cj|H on H/N satisfies condition (S). Then 
the proof given there is still valid. In the proof of the theorem, this Lemma is applied 
repeatedly to pairs of subgroups Gi-i D Gi (the Gj coming from Losert’s structure 
theorem [Lo]). In this situation, the quotient weight clearly satisfies the GRS- 
condition, so by Lemma 2, condition (S) is satisfied on So everything is fine,
and (iii) follows.
Remark 1. A few more equivalent conditions can be added to the theorem (see [FGLLM]) 
Let us mention just two of them:
(v) G,i(g)(/) = rB(H)(T/) for all f G L^(G)
(vi) o-Li(G)(/) = as(H)(L/) for all f G L^(G).
Here, L : f • - Lf denotes the left regular representation of Lf(G) on H — L2(G) and 
B(ET) is the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H.
It would be sufficient, to ask (v) and (vi) for selfadjoint elements f G L^(G) (see 
[FGLLM]). Condition (v) then reads:
(vii) rLi(G)(/) = ||L/||B(h) for all / = /* G L^Gfi
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